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Abstract
This study explores the most evident characteristics of giftedness that students
with disabilities display to their classroom teachers. This is based on the hypothesis
that the perceptions that teachers have of students with disabilities is predominately
negative and causes teachers to overlook strengths and possible giftedness in those
students. Participants in this study are all Caucasian, female, elementary school

.

.

teachers that currently educate students with disabilities in upstate New York. For
'I

each student that they were responsible for educating, participants completed a
checklist containing both positively and-negatively worded characteristics. These
•

t\

checklists were collected and analyzed.

.

'

Results from the data collected indicate that educators do have significant
~..

..

w

negative perceptions of students with disabilities. This causes them to overlook
strengths and potential giftedness in these students. These findings lay the foundation
for future research to be completed in orde~ to further explore the effect that issues
such as age, gender, race/ethnicity, and socio-economic status have on the perceptions
that teachers have of students with disabilities and students who are of a minority .

..

IV

Introduction
Sternberg's (1985) Triarchic Theory. of Intelligence proposes that intelligence
reveals itself. in at least three ways;,componel'ltially, experientially, and contextually.
Componential learners are analytical.thinkersthat do very well on standardized tests
and school in general. Experiential learners are creative thinkers that enjoy novelty
and unique, situational learning. T0: them, rules are constant inconveniences and are
meant to h~ broken. Contextual·l~ainers ar.e.highly adaptive thinkers that do well in a
wide' variety of environments.

Thes~..thinlers

ate•'Street-smart survivors, socially

cdmpetent, and practical. They also: often qo\poorly in school. Due to the fact that
adaptability is not a skill that is measured .ott.IQ'tes.ts, .contextual learners, therefore,
tend ;to. be underrepresented in-gifted.andtalentedprogtams. Teachers tend to
interpret tliese differences as deficits, dysfunctions, and disadvantages which leads to
labeling. such students "at risk" (Ford, Harris,. Tyson, Trotman, 2002). As a result of
these labels, student potential is often. lost due-to the negative focus of teachers on "at
risk" students. Research shows that as late as 1992, the "at risk" population was still
primariiy:composed of students who· are of a. minority and consistently
underrepresented in gifted and talented-programs ih 3.4 dfthe 50 states·(Brown,
1997).
During our studies in class, we have discussed a statistical ;overrepresentation
of students that are placed in spegial.edi:ication programs. After these iJlyestigations
and discussions, I wanted to research one of the.. issues ¢.overrepresentation and
underrepresentation of students. The U.S. Department of Education (1993) reported
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that students who are of a minority, with the exception to Asian Americans, remain
significantly absent from gifted and talented programs. Following this trend, in my
personal experience as a fifth" grade teacher, I noticed that my peers would make
special education referrals for students who were of a minority at a higher rate than
students of Caucasian background. In contrast, I also saw the lack of gifted and
accelerated referrals for students who were of a minority by these same peers.
Experts have been pushing for reform in area of gifted education for years. In
1997, The National Association for Gifted Children stressed the need for equity in the
identification and assessment instruments, policies, and procedures by making a
statement recommending that teachers use more than one test to make educational
and placement decisions in regards to,gifted students (Ford, Harris, Tyson, and
Trotman, 2002). The Jevits Act of 1998 soon followed, passing legislation to
promote interests of gifted and talented students (Ford, 1998). It heavily supported
the efforts to identify and serve students coming from minority and low
socioeconomic backgrounds.
Therefore, I will further investigate reasons for differing perceptions of
students with disabilities and the characteristics of gifted and talented potential. I feel
that this is something that every educator needs to be aware of when developing
gifted and talented programs, as well as,.whentehoosing all students to participate in
such programs. More specifically, I will be examining the main obstacles that keep
students with disabilitjes out of gifted.and talented programs in hopes for positive
change.

2
/

Review of Literature
A synthesis of research literature on this topic identifies two leading obstacles
that keep- students out of gifted and thlented ·programs. First, edueator' s
stereotypicall:y: lo:w expectations for students-who are of a minority cause. many
talented studertts to be overl6oked for the·initial· referral (Howells, 1998). Second,
tests ande\mluations used in the referral·pr6cess are biased and discriminatory to
students who. are of a minority, aqd:stuoents:ate denied based on the results of these
tests (Frasier, 1995).
There is a serious underrepresentation.of culturally different students in gifted

and talented programs (Maker,.1296). The.reason for such low enrollment is partially
due to the fact that teachers and.admiriistrators::are not expecting to find academically
gifted ·students in their classroomS (Howells, ~998). ~Teachers often have
stereatypically low expectationsfor.students~;who are'of a minority and, therefore,
overlook them: for gifted and talented programs. One hypothesis for these low
expectations is that teaehers do not perceive gifted and talented characteristics in all
students. ~"Some researchers feel that these low expectations are established in
preservice educational experiences, practicum placements, and instruction. Research
by Ford, Harris, Tyson, and Trotman(2P02) indicates. that teachers graduate with a
narrow social perspective and are not"prepared to work with ctilturally,..ethically, and
..~

linguistically diverse students.

t

Boykin ( 1994) explored th&-cultural gifferences-§.lllong-sttidents. irl an··
educational setting noting such cltaracteristics ~uch as !tetve, mobility, oral tradition,
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communalism, spirituality, and affect. These six characteristics were often perceived
by teachers as hyperactivity, immaturity, irrationality, low cognitive ability, and
social d~pendency (Boykin, 1994). Furthermore, teachers that are trained in the prior
fashion oftenrletermine that giftedness is based on achievement or demonstrated
perfotmance (Ford; Harris, Tyson, Trotman, 2002). This being said, iHs.l}ighly
conceivable that many gifted students that fail to openly demonstrate such. high
achie"ements. are overlooked for gifted and talented programs.
Additional research needs to be performed because several key issues are
unclear dealing with educator's expectations of aU students. One such issue is. the
imJrttct that the race/ethnicity of the referral educator has on the number of students
who are 'of a minority that are referretl•fo~r gifted and talented programs. Coinciding
with this,. a second issue that needs further, exploration would be the impactthatthe
race/ethnicity.ofthe test administrator.ha~..on-the student's test performance.~.A third
issue.ihat needs exploration is the level of importance of rapport between the ·student
and the test administrator. Findings from additional research may provide further
insight about how the perceptions of teachers effects student selection for· gifted and
talented programs.

If students who are of a minority are initially referred for gifted and. talented
programs, they face a second obstacle in that the tests and evaluations used in the
referral process are biased and discriminatory to students who·are of a· minority. The
assessments that generally determine the eligibility for gifted StUd-talented programs is
based on the assumption that students have requisite skills·that are representative of
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the normative population. Mills and Tissot (1995) state that the fact that many
students who are of a minority and children from low-income families may not have
these requisite skills to perform at a 'll.on-hiased level. This reflects their urttrained
abilities rather than their academio potential. The tests used to determine· eligibility
for gifted and talented programs are t)!pically:: ones. that measure familiarity of the
American,culture and English proficiency, not-intelligence (Ford, Harris, Tyson,
Trotman, 2002} What makes this an..ob.stacle-for students who are of a minority is
that 90% of school districts use these test' scores -exclusively in their referral process
for determining which students ate.select~d·for gifted and talented programs (Maker,
1996).
Other studies have establi.shethrriore justification that the current practice of
basing.entry to gifted and talented programs solely on one"test may not be the·best
~ethod

fm: identifying all students 'with..cl!aracteristics of giftedness. Doing so results

in qualified students being overlooked:: Brown (1997) found that these students
typically have.a·different (a) culture orbackgroimd, (b) talent area, (c) gifts other than
intellectual, or (d) have been exposed to a limited amount of knowledge and/or
experiences due to living conditions br locat:i6n .. :With this in mind, it appears
obvious that tests that are norm-refereiJcecLon Caucasian, middle-class, intellectually
gifted students will be a poor indicatorof giftedness for students who are6f a.
minority. One study illustrating this found that when using the Nagli~ri Non-Verbal
Abilities Test ( 1996} and Raven's .Progressive Matrices ( 199&) for additional gifted
and talented screening, 50% of the non-white children.whu failed to qualify for gifted
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and talented programs based solely on the WISC-R qualified for the same programs
with the Raven (Ford, Harris, Tyson, Trotman, 2002).
Being that giftedness often presents itself1n ways that traditional IQ
assessments cannot evaluate effectively, further exploration of effective and
appropriate assessments is needed! These assessments should be ones that accurately
measure levels of giftedness other than intelligence. In addition to looking at the tests
themselves, further studies would need to be performed to examine the eff~ that a
student's fatpiliarity with the test format· has on the student's performance. Parallel to
this, die test-taking ability of students in general also would need to be taken into
consideration. Some students simply..do not test well. Also, since formal assessments
are the main tool for determining entry into gifted and talented programs, questions
arise· as to the role that rapport between the student and test administrator plays in the
performance i£the student. Hypothetically, a student what has a positive retationsfiip'
with the test administrator could have' an advantage. over a student that has a negative
or non-existent relationship with the-test administrator.

Conclusion
Based on a review of research data,· I -have, determined that the
underrepresentation of all students in gifted and talented programs has been ahd still
is a significant problem in education today. Two obstacles commonly facilitate this
underrepresentation. First, teachers often have stereotypically low expectations for
students who are of. a minority and overlook them for gifted and talented programs
signifying that they do not acknowledge that those students may, possess gifted and
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talented characteristics. Experts on this- issue stress -the need to examine-the training
that new teachers are getting, and the perceptions and expectations they are exiting
these training programs with: Misconceptions that are developed in preservice
training programs tend to influence teachers to misinterpret alternate abilities that are
not traditionally measurable on "Standatdassessments as deficits and disabjlities.
Further research needs to be done to (a) determine the impact that the race/ethnicity
of the referral educator has on the numbe& of students who are of a minority that are
referred for gifted and talented programs~ (be) the impact that the race/ethnicity of the
test administrator has on the studenfs performance, (c) the impact that rapport
between the student and the test administrator has on test performance, and (d) the
impact that teacher perceptions has ·on their ability to recognize characteristics of
giftedness in all students.
The second obstacle that keeps -all students who are of a minority out <>f gifted
and talented programs are the test and evaluations used in the referral process.
Research has shown that these assessments are biased and discriminatory to students
who are of a minority. Data indicates the increased importance of using multiple
forms of assessment when determining whether or not students who are of a minority
are eligible for gifted and talented programs. Tests such as the Naglieri Non-Verbal
Abilities Test (1996) and Raven's Progressive Matrices (1998) might prove to be
appropriate in assessing such students because they have the ability to measure levels
of giftedness other than intelligence. Additional research in this area needs to be
done to determine (a) the effect that a student's familiarity with the test format has on
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the student's performance, (b) the effect oftest-taking ability of students-in general,
(c) the role that rapport,between the student and the test administrator plays in the
penormance;of the· student. This is essential because if teachers do not correct the
problem.ofunderrepresentation of sttldents·who are of a minority in gifted and
talented programs, they are doing1a disservice to those students who are mislabeled or
go unrecognized in the classroom.
Prim: to .researching the ·obstayles that exclude students who are of a minority
from gifted and- talented programs, a preliminary exploratory study needs to be
conducted to determine-the extent in· which· students with disabilities exhibit
characteristics of giftedness as perceived.by:their teachers. Determining this
relationship will allow for future. research to be conducted on these important issues
of overrepresentation and underrepresentation of all students in gifted and talented
programs.

Methods
The research question I am planning to study is: What are the most evident
characteristics of giftedness that students with disabilities display to their classrqom
teachers?" .I amlooking to see if teacher& perceive students with disabilities negatively
within.their classroom and overlook.strengths.and possibly giftedness in the,proeess.

Subjects
In this study, 100% of the subjects are: Caucasian, female teachers'.Currently
employed''at a rural elementary. schpol in<ilpstate New York where they teach
kindergarten through fourth grade: Orle hundred percent of the subjects in this study
hold·degrees.in elementary education,·special education, or both. One hundred
percent.ofthe subjects in this study currently educate students with disabilities.

Instruments
The'inst11IIIlent used in this studris an·unpublished instrument that.w~
de'i:eloped ·by1he. researcher from a.combinatioil.of sources. These sources included
the·Portland.Public Schools (2003) webpctge,for intellectually gifted children,:the
New. York .State Education Department's (2004) web page for giftedness, and a: ·
previously uhpublished checklist developed by Moira Fallon (1980). F.dr e.djting.
purjlo.se&ofthis study, the researcher modified and reworded the characteristic
descriptions in order to more accurately convey their meaning. Ten of the items on
the checklist are positively worded and reflective of characteristics typically
associated with students who are academically gifted. The remaining ten items are
negatively worded versions of the gifted characteristics and often associated with
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students with disabilities (see Table 1). Reliability and validity information will be
taken during the study.

Procedures
The instrument will be distributed simultaneously to all 'subjects by placing
themip their school mailboxes on March 26, 2004. The instrument will be in an
envelope .along with a letter of explanation, a sample instrument, and an additional
envelope for returning the completed instrument. Subjects will return completed
instruments to the main office and place them within the box marked, "Data
Collection" by. March 30, 2004. NoJdentifying information will be associated with
the..collection of the instrument. Instruments will then be collected by the researcher
and analyzed. Planned statistical analyses.twill include descriptive statistics as well as
~paired ~all!-ples

T-Test. During this study, reliability will be determined by using

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, version 12.0 (SPSS v12.0). The validity
of the instrument will be established based on the characteristics of gifted· an~
talented students as set forth by the New .York State Education Department. These
are the~ subjects, instruments, and procedures that the researcher will use to conduct
this,study. All results will be presented in the results section with any changes in. data
collection or analysis being noted.
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Results
The research question that was explored was: What are the most. evident
characteristics of giftedness that students with disabilities display to their classroom
teachers? The planned analysis was completed using SPSS vl2.0 in order to obtain
descriptive statistics (including mean, percentages, and standard deviation).
Inferential statistics will also be obtained using paired samples T-Test in order to see
if teachers perceive students with disabilities negatively within their classroom and
overlook strengths and possibly giftedness in the process. Sixty-one records of seven
teachers were obtained during this study. Analyses went as planned.

Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics were obtained using SPSS v12.0. The mean,
percentages, and standard deviation results are shown in Table 2.

Inferential Statistics
Inferential statistics were calculated using SPSS vl2 to establish the reliability
of the instrument (alpha= .826) as well as to perform a paired samples T-Test using
the sixty-one records comparing the positively-worded characteristics associated with
giftedness and the negatively-worded counterparts. No significant differences were
found between the means for the two sets of characteristics (t = -1.591, p = .117).
After a review of the raw data, an additional post hoc analysis was completed. Each
positively-worded characteristic associated with giftedness was paired with its
corresponding negatively-worded characteristic. A paired samples T-Test was then
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computed on the ten pairs of characteristics. An adjusted significance level was used
to adjust for the multipleT-Tests (p = .005). Results are shown in Table 3.
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Conclusions
Students who are of a minority· are underrepresented in gifted and talented
programs. These same students are also overrepresented in special edut;ation
programs. l'eacher perceptions"'are highly influential when referring students who are
of a minority as well as those who are.no't, to: either program. I have only investigated
the percepti<>llS that teachers have of students receiving special education· services.
Limitations of this research exist Clue to the .small sample size and the use of
volunteers:.. The small sample . size yielde<tvarying results due to the differences in
teacherl;ierceptions while completing the checklist. These perceptions, either positive
or negative, could have affected the results more significantly than would have been
the case in .an identical study of a. larger satnp1e size.
A cHange in the research.focu~ was~rlue tb a change in internship placement.
This resulted in a lack of an appropriate minority sample population, as well as an
established ·gifted and talented program~ Therefore, the initial research focus was
shifted t~ an exploratory study investigating .the most twident characteristics of
giftedness that all students with disabilities display to. their classroom teachers .
.The research overwhelming.intlicated·thatteachers do perceive students with
dis11bilities negatively within their classroom and overlook strengths and possible
giftedness. This is directly shown wlien comparing the ten pairs of characteristics.
When describing the students they work with, teachers allotted 37% of the total
possible points for positively worded· chruicteristics typical of giftedness while.
simultaneously allotting 50% of'the'total-pessible.points for.the negatively worded
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counterparts. Therefore, it is evident that the negative perceptions of students with
disabilities by their teachers accounted for the 13% increase in negative points that
wer.e..allotted. When comparing the pairs of characteristics in Table 3, three pairs
showed significant differences between the positive and negative characteristics in
how teachers perceive students with disabilities. These differences are especially
noteworthyjn relation to the relatively,'Small· sample size. Initial results indicate that
future research with a larger sample size·has the potential to yield increasingly higher
instances of n~gative perceptions. by teachers towards students with disabilities.
Positively Worded Characteristics
According to the completed.chetklists, 90.2% of the students currently
receiving special education services'.exhibited characteristics typically associated with
gift~ess.

The checklists also·indieated thatJ34% of the students exhibited at least·

50% ofthe characteristics typically associated with-giftedness, and 18% ofthe
students exhibited at least 70% of the characteristics typically associated with
giftedness. Teachers also indicated that 3.9% of the students· receiving special
education services exhibit as many or more characteristics typical of giftedness.than
characteristics typically associated with disabilities.
Negatively Worded Characteristics
According to the completed checklists, 8% of the students curreittly receiving
special education services displayed none of the characteristics' typically associated
with stpdents.with disabilities. The checklists also indicated that 54%:ofthe students
exhibited at least 50% of the characteristics typically associated with students with
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disabilities, and 34% of the students exhibited at least 70% of the characteristivs
typically associated with students with·disabilities. Teachers also indicated that 39%
of the students receiving special education services exhibit less than 113 of the typical
charact~ri~tics

associated with students, with disabilities.

Summaiy
These reSults are significant for teachers working with students with
disabilities because it supports fact that, to varying degrees, most students in special
education .programs exhibit characteristics of giftedness. These results ·also ind4;ate
that teachers' perceptions regarding. students with disabilities are highly influenced by
theit perception· of the ability lev.el o:6those students. Teachers tend to ignore
strengths and positive characteristics in students with disabilities and focus on the,
negative charaeteristics they exhibit. While not significant, this is clearly shown by
the 13% increase in negative characteristics. being observed by teachers during this
study.
Future research should e)Wlline the volunteer teacher' s.background more
extensively. Factors such as the teacher's age, gender, race/ethnicity, socio-economic
status, certification area, and years of teaching experience would all be valuable in.
looking fot trehds in perceptions regarding students with disabilities. In addition,
factors such as age, gender, race/ethnicity, socio-economic statuS, and 'fe~rd of
special education services that have been provided would also be valuable when
looking for trends in student behavior regarding the exhibition of characteristics of
giftedness.
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Table 1

Learner:----

o·

F.nj(,ys the comPanY of adults

0

Struggles to, stay f~ on a single task

·o

Appears fidgdy and Jack's 3tteotion

i

Daydreams and
world

0

Asks inquisitive questionslcontn~pons to

!

0
0

0

Displays an a6undant intellectual and
physical appetite

0.

Is curious about many activities and places

0

Dislikes writing tasks

D
,D

seems Jcist in.another

0

class discussions

Enjoys talking and discussions

Has poor social skills when dealing with
other students

0
D

Prefers self-selection of activities or tasks

Finds altehiaiive
ways of doing things
l

0

Usually enjoys group activities .witb other
students

Seems uninterested in tasks/directions

D

Is a keen and alert observer

D

Lacks focus to task.
(Wants to always do~ else bl" ~
somewhere else.)

D

Does not follow the given directions

~by~

0 . >Asks or says things inappropriate times
•

4_oriDg class

D

·Cannot fimction independently for most
tasks

'"

18

Constmtly ponders new situations and
ideas

Table 2
Mean, Percentage, and Standard Deviation of
Positively and Negatively Worded Characteristics .of Giftelfness
Description
Of
CharacteriStic

Mean

l»ercentaee

Standard
Dev\ation

Finds alternative ways of doing things

.2951

29.5%

.tt5986

Is curious bout many activities and places

.4918

49.2%

.50408

Prefers self-selection of activities or tasks

.1967

19.7%

.40082

Usually enjoys grouif·activities with other stadehts

.5902

59.0%

.49588

Is a keen and alert observer

.2623

26.2%

.~4353

D~lays ~undant intellectual and physi~ appetite ~

.2623

26.2%

.44353

Asks inquisitive questions/contributions to·class discussions

.2951

29.5%

.'45986

Enjoys the comPat\y of adults·

.6721

67.2%

.'47333

El!i_o_ys talking and disciJsstons

.5082

50.8%

.50408

.1148

11.5%

.32137

.4754

47.5%

.50354

42.6%

.49863

Constantly ponders new situations and ideas
• '1'

Does not follow the given directions
Lacks focus to task
(Wants to hlways do something else or go somewhere else)

Seems uninterested in tasks/directions given by teacher

.4590

45.9%

.50245

Cannot function independently for most tasks

.4426

44.3%

.50082

Struggles to stay focused on a single task

.5574

55.7%,

.'50082

Appears fidgety and lacks attention

.5738

57.4%

.49863

Asks or says things at inappropriate times during class

.2951

29.5%

.45986

Has~or social skills when dealing with other students

.4262

42.6%

.49863

Dislikes writing tasks

.7377

73.8%

.44353

Daydreams and seems lost in another world

.4426

44.3%

.50082
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Table 3
Paired Samples T-Test Results: Positively and Negatively Worded Characteristics

,;

Pair I
·~

Positively Worded Characteristics of Giftedness
and
'
Negatively Worded Characteristics of Giftedness
(a) Finds alternative ways of doing things
(b) Does
follow directions

oo\

Pair2

(c) Is curl?~ about IIJllllY actiyit\es and.p~
(d) Lacks focus td task
ants to always do
something or go somewhere else.)

Pair3

(e) Prefers self-selection of activities or tasks
(f) Seems uninterested in tasks/directions given by
teacher

·cw

'

.

Stlt
Mean
(a) .2951
(b) .4754

Deviation
(a).45986
(b).50314

t
-.472

Sig.
.000

(c) .491.$
(d) .4262

(c) .50408
(d) .49863

-.317

.013

(e) .1967
(f) .4590

(e) .40082

.123

.343

..

(f) .50245

Pair4

(g) Usually enjoys group activities with other students
(h) Cannot ftmction independently for most tasks

(g) .5902
(h) .4426

(g) .49588
(h).50082

-.465

.000

Pair 5

(i) Is a keen and alert observer
(j) Struggles to stay focused on a single task

(i) .2623
(j) .5574

(i) .44353
(j) .50082

-.294

.021

(k) Displays abundant intellectual and physical

(k) .2623

.000

(l) .5738

(k) .44353
(I) .49863

-.466

appetite
(l) Appears fidgety and lacks attention

(m) .2951
(n).2951

(m) .45986
(n) .45986

-.182

.160

-.175

.176

.
Pair6

Pair7

PairS

(m) Asks inquisitive questions/contributions to
class discussions
(n) Asks or says things at inappropriate times during
-.
class
( o) Enjoys the company of adults

(o) .6721

(o) .47333

(q) Has poor social skills when dealing with other

(q) .4262

(q) .49863

(r) Enjoys talking and discussions
(s) Dislikes writing tasks

(r) .5082
(s).7377

(r) .50408
(s) .44353

-.288

.024

(u) Constantly ponders new situations and ideas
(v) Daydreams and seems lost in another world

(u).ll48
(v) .4426

(u) .32137
(v) .50082

-.114

.383

students
Pair 9

Pair
10

*Note: Adjusted p-value for multiple paired sample T-Tests was (p = .005).
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